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ABSTRACT
Digital images have been used in growing number of applications from law enforcement and surveillance, to medical
diagnosis and consumer photography. With such widespread
popularity and the presence of low-cost image editing softwares, the integrity of image content can no longer be taken
for granted. In this paper, we propose a novel technique based
on blind deconvolution to verify image authenticity. We consider the direct output images of a camera as authentic, and
introduce algorithms to detect further processing such as tampering applied to the image. Our proposed method is based
on the observation that many tampering operations can be approximated as a combination of linear and non-linear components. We model the linear part of the tampering process
as a filter, and obtain its coefficients using blind deconvolution. These estimated coefficients are then used to identify
possible manipulations. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed image authentication technique and compare our
results with existing works.
Index Terms - Multimedia forensics, image authentication, tampering detection.

1. INTRODUCTION
Digital images have been used in a growing number of applications from law enforcement, military, and reconnaissance
to medical diagnosis and consumer photography. Such widespread popularity and the advent of low-cost sophisticated image editing softwares has led to a growing need for methods to
ensure image integrity. Techniques such as semi-fragile image watermarking and robust image hashing have been proposed to establish the authenticity of the data [1]. However,
these methods require that a signature be inserted at the time
of creation of multimedia data. This impose several restrictions on its usage as many digital cameras and video recorders
in the market still do not have the capabilities to add a watermark at the time of image creation. Hence, there is a strong
motivation as a part of the emerging field of image forensics
to devise non-intrusive methods to identify tampered images.
Most work on tampering detection literature identify tampering by studying the properties of a manipulated image in
terms of the distortions it undergoes, which might include resampling [2], JPEG compression [3], lens distortions, Gamma
correction, and additive noise [4]. Each of these processing
operations modify the image statistics in a specific manner
and thus can be identified by extracting certain salient features
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that would help distinguish such tampering from authentic
data. For instance, when the image is upsampled, some of the
pixel values are directly obtained from the smaller version of
the image and the remaining pixels are interpolated and thus
highly correlated with its neighbors [2]. Such post-processing
operations involving interpolation can be identified by studying the induced correlations and solving for color interpolation coefficients [5]. Image manipulations such as contrast
changes, Gamma correction and other image non-linearities
have been modelled and higher order statistics such as the bispectrum have been used to identify them [4]. JPEG compression has been considered as quantization in the DCT domain
and statistical analysis based on binning techniques have been
used to estimate the quantization matrices [3].
Although these methods can be employed to identify the
type and the parameters of the post-processing operation, it
would require an exhaustive search over all the numerous
kinds of post-processing operations to detect tampering. Classifier based approaches to detect tampering were proposed in
[6, 11]. However, these methods require samples of tampered
images to train the classifier for differentiating manipulated
images from genuine ones. Further, these methods may not
be able to efficiently identify tampering operations that are
not modelled or considered directly as part of training. Thus,
there is a strong need for a universal framework to distinguish
authentic pictures from tampered images.
In this paper, we propose a novel technique based on blind
deconvolution to verify the authenticity of a digital image.
We consider the direct output images of a camera as untampered, and characterize its properties by a ground-truth imaging model. We assume that any further processing on the camera output can be represented as a combination of linear and
non-linear components. We model the linear part as a tamperfilter and find its coefficients using blind deconvolution.
These estimated coefficients of the tampering block are compared to the delta function corresponding to no tampering,
and a high similarity indicates that the test image is a direct
output from a camera and is not manipulated. The proposed
algorithm does not require any prior knowledge of the nature
of the tampering operation, and can identify previously unseen manipulations.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
The proposed system model is shown in Fig. 1. We consider a
genuine photograph as an output of the digital cameras' imaging process (point A in Fig. 1) and model any kind of further
processing applied to it as a tampering block.
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the remaining smooth parts of the image. Using the final camera output Sd, we obtain a set of linear equations for all the
pixels in each region 3i (i = 1, 2, 3), solving which we obtain
the interpolation coefficients aR,. Once these coefficients are
estimated, they are used to re-interpolate the image and find
the interpolation error. The CFA pattern that gives the lowest
error gives the estimate of the CFA pattern.
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Fig.1. System model for tampering detection
The details of the ground-truth imaging model are shown
enclosed in dotted lines. The light from the scene pass through
the lens and the optical filters and are finally recorded by the
charge coupled device (CCD) detectors. Most digital cameras
use a color filter array (CFA) to sample the real-world scene.
The CFA consists of an array of color sensors, each of which
captures the corresponding color of the real-world scene at an
appropriate pixel location. To facilitate discussions, let S be
the real-world scene to be captured by the camera and let p
be the CFA pattern matrix. The CFA sampling converts the
real-world scene S into SP satisfying
if p(x,y) = c,
S S~X,y,c~j
f({ S(x,y,c)
0
otherwise.

~

(1)

After the data obtained from the CFA is recorded, the intermediate pixel values (corresponding to the points where
SP(x, y, C) = 0 in (1)) are interpolated using its neighboring
pixel values to obtain S(i). The color interpolation algorithm
is typically proprietary to the particular camera manufacturer,
and most companies may employ a different algorithm [7].
After interpolation, white balancing and color correction are
done to remove unrealistic color casts [8]. Finally, the image
may be JPEG compressed to reduce storage space to produce
the output image Sd.
In our recent work [7], we propose component forensics
as a methodology to reverse-engineer the imaging process and
robustly estimate the algorithms employed in various components inside the digital camera. We show that the parameters
of such important camera components as CFA and color interpolation can be non-intrusively estimated solely using output images. Our algorithm [7] estimates the color interpolation coefficients through texture classification and linear approximation, and finds the CFA pattern that minimizes the
interpolation errors. Specifically, the image is divided into
three types of regions based on the gradient features in a local
neighborhood. Denoting Ixy = Sd(x, y,p(x, y)). The horizontal and vertical gradients at the location (x, y) are found
using

Hx,y
Vx,y

=

=

|Ix,y-2 + Ix,y+-2-

2x,y

|Ix-2,y + 'x+2,y -21x,y

(2)
(3)

The image pixel at location (x, y) is classified into one of the
three categories: Region RI contains those parts of the image
with a significant horizontal edge for which (Hxy -Vx,y) >
T where T is a suitably chosen threshold; Region R2 contains
those parts with (Vxy- Hx,y) > T; and Region R3 includes

3. PROPOSED TAMPERING DETECTION
ALGORITHM
In this work, we build upon component forensics to develop
robust image authentication systems for verifying if a given
digital image is a direct camera output or not. Using the
test image, we construct a ground-truth imaging model as
described in Section 2, and estimate the model parameters
such as CFA and color interpolation coefficients by employing component forensic methodologies [7] 1. These model parameters are used to estimate the camera output Sd and to
find the coefficients of the tampering block. A high degree of
similarity of the estimated tamper filter coefficients with the
delta function indicates that the test image is an output of the
camera and is therefore not tampered.
The tampering block coefficients can be found by separately minimizing the cost function JC in each color channel

Jc(u) Z(Ste(X, Y, C) Ste(X, Y, c))2#+T(1: u(a, b, c)_1)2,
x,y

a,b

(4)
where Ste is the estimate of the camera output, and is obtained
by filtering the corresponding color of the test input St with
the coefficients of the inverse filter u. 5te is found from Ste
by imposing the camera constraints given by

Ste (X, y, c)

5Em,n aRi (m n, c)St,(x -m, y -n, c)
V=x{ y} C3i, and 1 < c < 3,

I Ste(X, y, c)

otherwise.

(5)

Here, in general, we may assume that Em,n u(m, n, c) = K
for c = 1, 2, 3, where K is a constant. A value of K = 1
would ensure that the original image and its tampered version
have similar brightness levels. Therefore, the cost function
Jc in the cth color component aims at minimizing the overall
interpolation error and the deviation of the filter coefficient
sum from 1. The value of Tq is used to adjust the weights of
the relative individual costs.
The minimization problem can be solved using an recursive procedure as shown in Fig. 2. In the kth iteration, we
asn the
h
obtain our estimate of the original image S(k)
Ste bby passing
test image St though the estimate of the inverse blurring filter u(k). We then impose the camera constraints as in (5) to
obtain (k) and find the interpolation error. The inverse filter
coefficients are then updated by [9]

'The camera model parameters obtained from the test image would be
close to the actual parameters because the estimation algorithm is robust to
moderate levels of post-processing operations [7].
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Fig. 2. A recursive algorithm to estimate the coefficients of the
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u(k+l) = u(k) + tkdk,
dk
k

=

1i-1=

f-VJ(u(k))

l

<

(6)

where

if k=0,

VJ(u(k)) + 3kldk-1 otherwise,
VJ(u(k)) VJ(U(k-1)), VJ(U(k)) >

7VJ(u(k-l))

2

Fig. 3. Convergence of the cost function

7

,(8)

and J = E3= J'. The step sizes tk are chosen by a line
minimization algorithm that minimizes J(u(k) + tkdk) <
J(U(k) + tdk). It can be shown, both in theory and simulations, that the optimization problem is convex and converges
to a unique solution.
An alternative way to obtain the coefficients of the tampering block directly is by iteratively applying known constraints in both the pixel domain and in the Fourier domain [10].
The pixel domain constraints include the camera constraints
as given in (5) and boundedness constraints restricting its values to the range [0, 255]. The Fourier domain constraints involves computing spectral response of the tamper filter based
on the test image and the estimated camera output.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We test the performance of our proposed framework with 100
images. We collect 25 different images from each of the 4 different cameras: (1) Canon A75, (2) Fujifilm S3000, (3) Sony
P72, and (4) Minolta DiMage S304. These images are captured under completely random conditions -different scenaries, different lighting conditions, and compressed under
different JPEG quality factors as specified by default values
used in the camera. These images form our camera data set.
These images were then processed to generate 27 different
tampered versions per image by (1) resampling with percentage 50-150%, (2) JPEG compressing with quality factors
30-95, (3) adding noise of PSNR 5, 10 dB, (4) rotating with
degrees 1 -20, (5) average filtering with filter orders 3 -11,
and (6) median filtering with filter orders 3-7. These 2700
manipulated versions form the tampered image set.
The proposed blind deconvolution framework is implemented on all the images and the coefficients of the tampering
block are computed in each case. In Fig. 3, we show the variation of the cost function J for the green color as a function
of the number of iterations. We notice that the cost function
converges in 10 iterations. Fig. 4 shows the frequency response of the estimated coefficients for an authentic image,
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Fig. 4. Fourier transform of the tamper filter coefficients for (a)
camera output (b) image spatially averaged with a 5 x 5 averaging
filter. The frequency response is shown in the log scale and appropriately scaled for display.

and an image spatially averaged with a 5 x 5 averaging filter. We observe that the spectral response of the manipulation
filter is almost a constant for an untampered image, and the
corresponding spectrum for the filtered image shows distinctive periodic nulls as expected. These results indicate that the
blind deconvolution algorithm performs well and is able to
estimate the coefficients of the post-processing block with a
reasonable accuracy.

Similarity Metric and Threshold Based Classifier: We design a threshold based classifier to distinguish manipulated
images from authentic ones. Given the test input St, we find
the frequency domain coefficients of the manipulation filter
Ht, and compare it with the spectral response Hr obtained
from a reference authentic camera output to measure the similarity among the coefficients. More specifically, we first find
LHt = log(Ht) and re-scale it to a [0,1] range to obtain the
normalized logarithm of the frequency response (call it et).
The similarity between the coefficients of the test input and
the reference image is then found by comparing the corresponding normalized values

d((it, 8,))

=

E (Ot(Tn, n)

-

pt x |(i)r(Tm, n) - 1r

(9)

m,n

where jit denotes the mean of the et and so on. A similarity
value greater than a chosen threshold indicates that the image
satisfies the ground-truth camera model and is authentic.
In Fig. 5(a) and (b), we show the average similarity scores
found by comparing the coefficients obtained from tampered
images (filtered and JPEG compressed) with the coefficients
of the reference pattern (shown in Fig. 4(a)). We notice that
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Fig. 5. Similarity scores between coefficients of the tampered image and the untampered reference image for (a) spatial averaging,
(b) JPEG compression

the similarity scores reduce as the magnitude of the distortion
increases. A similar trend is also observed for other kinds of
manipulations.

Comparison Study: We compare our proposed tampering
detection algorithm with the method in [11]. Here, the authors create a statistics vector by first extracting higher order
moments from multiple level wavelet decompositions of the
image. A linear predictor is then used to capture correlations
that exist across orientation, space, and scale. An additional
set of features is computed from the prediction error and the
combined statistics vector is used in classification [11].
In our experiments using [11], we calculate the statistics
vector for the entire set of 100 untampered and 2700 tampered
images. A support vector machine (SVM) with a radial basis
function (RBF) kernel is used for classification. We use a
randomly chosen 50 untampered images along with its corresponding manipulated versions for training, and test on the remaining images. The fraction of correctly classified tampered
images PD, and the percentage of authentic images wrongly
classified as tampered PF are computed to obtain the receiver
operating characteristics (ROC).

Fig. 6 shows the ROC for the scheme in [11] averaged
over 100 iterations. The corresponding ROC curve for the

proposed scheme obtained using the threshold based classifier
is also shown alongside for comparison. The results indicate
that the proposed scheme can perform better than Farid-Lyu's
scheme and can attain a greater probability of correct decision
at the same probability of false alarm. Another advantage of
the proposed scheme is the reduced amount of training samples. While the SVM classification in the Farid-Lyu's scheme
[11] needs sample tampered images under all types of manipulations for training, it is not necessary for the proposed
technique as the decision is made just by comparing the estimated coefficients from the test image with a reference pattern (untampered image). Thus, the suggested method is more
universal as it can more efficiently classify even tampering
distortions that was not previously considered.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we introduce a new formulation to study the
problem of image tampering. The proposed method considers the images captured by the camera are authentic and any
further manipulations done to it would make it inauthentic.
Based on an elaborate ground-truth modelling, we characterize the properties of an authentic camera output. We model
the linear part of post-camera processing as a tampering filter and find its coefficients using blind deconvolution. The
estimated filter coefficients are then used to identify postcamera processing, such as filtering, compression, rotation,
etc. We show through detailed simulations that the proposed
technique is efficient and does not require any prior knowledge about the nature of tampering operations.
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